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MONTH IN REVIEW
July 2019: Sustaining a Slowing Expansion

ECONOMICS

Global manufacturing surveys, important cyclical indicators, pointed to slowing
economic momentum. Capital investment is on hold and inventories are shrinking
as Brexit, trade, and supply chain concerns caused firms to reevaluate plans. The
Fed and ECB continued to shift forward guidance to reflect an early end of the
normalization period, and beginning of “more accommodation” needed to “sustain
the expansion.”
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US equities hit new highs after Chair Powell signaled support for easing during his
semiannual Congressional testimony. They retraced some when the Fed followed
through with a cut at month end. And big tech firms faced increased regulatory
scrutiny, most notably Facebook, as elected officials grilled Powell as much over its
stablecoin, Libra, as they did over monetary policy.
US economic expansion reaches longest in recorded history
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White House-Congress reach deal to suspend debt limit until 2021
(In trillions USD, End of Period)
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The US economic expansion entered its 121st month, making it the longest on
record. But, the strength of the current expansion is weaker than that of the
1990s, as noted by the Financial Times. The current expansion led to a 26% rise
in real GDP compared with its pre-crisis peak, while GDP rose 41% in the 1990s
boom and 52% in the 1960s boom.
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Q2 GDP rose 2.1% annualized, beating consensus but with cracks that could
endanger momentum. Personal consumption rebounded from Q1 with a
strong 4.3% rise fueling most of the boost. Government spending added 0.9%
to GDP, while exports, inventory, and fixed investment dropped significantly,
all clipping GDP.

China GDP growth rate strong despite slowdown
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The White House and Congress reached an agreement to extend the US debt
limit until July 31, 2021. The two-year deal ends the automatic spending cuts fiscal
conservatives won during the Obama-administration. The deal passed the House
and Senate. Appropriation bills are expected in September, after the recess.

China’s GDP growth slowed to 6.2%, its slowest on record, even below the 6.4%
pace of the financial crisis. While the US-China trade battle slowed exports,
China’s rate of economic growth has been slowing for 10 years from the doubledigit growth recorded when annual GDP was $2 trillion. It’s on track to exceed
$15 trillion GDP in 2019.
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7/2: BOE's Mark Carney
"Sea of Change" speech
points to lower
expected policy rate
path & lower long-term
bond yields in advanced
econs; suggests global
trade & different Brexit
outcomes are
influencing financial
conditions.
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7/2: Christine Lagarde nominated to
head ECB; markets interpret
continuation of ultra-accommodative
policy enhanced by her political
leverage over fiscal policy.
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7/31: FOMC cuts rates 25bp, ends
balance sheet runoff Aug 1, two
months earlier than prev announced.
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7/18: John Williams: "Don't keep your powder dry-that is, move
more quickly to add monetary stimulus than you otherwise might."

7/19: NY Fed
clarified Williams'
speech not about
July meeting.

7/23: June's existing home sales
fall 1.7% vs 0.2% estimate.

7/16: Powell reiterates increased uncertainties causing FOMC members
to believe more accommodative policy needed despite strong economy.

7/16: Charles Evans suggests 50bp
cut needed to move inflation toward
Fed's symmetric 2% objective.

7/10: Powell House testimony
outlines case for upcoming rate cuts.

7/11: Core
CPI rises
2.1% y/y.

7/5: Fed's semi-annual monetary policy
report indicates its receptiveness to cut
to "sustain expansion...in light of
increased uncertainties around economic
outlook and muted inflation pressures."

7/5: Stronger than expected
NFP of 224k v 160k est, adds
concern about July rate cut.

7/16: Retail sales smash expectations, with 0.4% rise v 0.2% est.

7/10: Bullard tells reporters he would support a 25bp rate cut; reiterates June comment that 50bp cut would be overdone.

7/10: FOMC minutes show "members have more pessimistic outlook of US econ...economy
appeared to have lost some momentum...risks were now weighted to the downside."

7/1: ISM mfg softens to 51.7 but
remains in expansionary territory.

7/1: Richard Clarida says,
"some see room for more
accommodative policies."

Market-Moving Events: 10-Year Treasury
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7/18: Netflix falls 11% after earnings report shows fewer
US subscribers, while Ebay earnings beat estimates on
higher ad revenues and customer payments.

7/17: Bank of America reports record net income
largely on cost-cutting; net interest margins decline.

7/30: Consumer
confidence strongly
rebounds as consumer
pessimism over tariffs
replaced by anticipation
over rising incomes.
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7/31: Apple revenues & forward guidance beat analyst
expectations but Q2 profit falls 13% & iPhone sales drop 12%.

7/31: FOMC cuts rate 25bps to 2.25%; Powell responds to
press questions about sufficiency of one 25bp cut by offering,
"the committee is thinking of this as a way of adjusting
policy....to ensure against downside risks....we're thinking of it
in the nature of a mid-cycle adjustment to policy."

7/19: Microsoft beats expectations
and raises revenue guidance.

7/22: Existing home
sales fall 1.7% in June v
0.2% consensus.

7/16: Powell reiterates global
uncertainties, strengthens case
for "more accommodative"
policy at Bank of France speech.

7/26: US GDP rises 2.1% over qtr; beats 1.8% est on rebound in personal consumption
& higher gov spending; bus fixed investment & exports fall clipping growth.

7/16: JPM, Wells Fargo cut net
interest income outlook on
potential series of Fed rate cuts.

7/15: China:
GDP rises 6.2%
y/y, retail sales
up 9.8% y/y.

7/10: Bullard tells reporters he supports
a 25bp rate cut; reiterates June comment
that 50bp-cut would be overdone.

7/10: Powell Congressional testimony supports
rate cut, citing low inflation and "patient stance"
becoming outdated as uncertainties increase.

7/11: John Williams tells reporters, "Relative to earlierin
the year, the conditions, the arguments, for adding
policy accommodation have strengthened over time."

7/12: FOMC voter Charles Evans says FOMC should consider a couple of rate cuts as
inflation expectations are below target, indicating to him policy is set to restrictive.

Market-Moving Events: S&P 500
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Data Watch: Key Economic Indicators
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July’s ISM manufacturing PMI fell for the fourth straight month to hover just
above expansion at 51.2. New orders barely rose and inventories contracted
to levels gauged as “about right.” Respondents were less concerned about
China-US trade tensions and more over supply chain adjustments.
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Sentiment in July was nearly unchanged from June’s 98.2 to 98.4 over the month.
Current conditions fell 1.2 points to 110.7, while expectations rose 1.2 points to
90.5. Confidence rebounded 11.4 points from 124.3 to 135.7 on optimism about
current and future prospects following June’s trade and tariff driven pessimism.
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July’s auto sales declined to 16.9m at a SAAR taking the 12-month average
to 17.1m. Higher financing costs and higher prices are shifting consumer
preferences to the used-vehicle market, which is growing along with lots of
dealer inventories.
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June’s retail sales smashed expectations with a 0.4% rise versus 0.2% consensus.
Nonstore and restaurant and bar sales led the increase. Nonstore sales (including
online stores) rose 1.7% over May offsetting declines in department and
miscellaneous store retailers.
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June’s durable goods orders rose 1.9% after two months of consecutive
declines, easily beating 0.7% consensus. Transportation equipment led the
increase, rising 3.7% month/month. May was revised lower, and on a year/year
basis, orders are pacing -1.6%, its lowest rate since November 2016.
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A proxy for business investment, nondefense capital goods excluding aircraft
rose 1.5% in June to a record high of $70.1b. Weak fixed business investment
is a key factor influencing FOMC voters to revise growth forecasts lower and
call for increased monetary accommodation.
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